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Cape Ann has the good fortune to have several locally
focused environmental preservation outfits, which over
many years have done the hard work of preserving vital
lands notable for wildlife habitat, watershed for public
water supplies, historic value and scenic vistas. We, the
Manchester-Essex Conservation Trust (MECT), are
proud in doing so to partner with and complement the
work of Essex County Greenbelt and the Trustees of
Reservations. I am fond of saying when, for instance,
visitors admire the Manchester Essex woods, that
this 1,600 acre preserve is not there by accident; it’s
there because we have been acquiring and preserving
important lands in the two towns for over 50 years.
These woodlands are an essential piece of our “living
environment”, as they provide important water storage
and purification services to our two hometowns. They
also provide habitat for a diverse assemblage of flora and
fauna that is largely the same as what existed in colonial
times. And, finally, they are respite for the soul of many
who visit them during all four seasons.

We recognize that we are part of a much greater
national effort to preserve the natural landscape.
Massachusetts is home to 143 private, non-profit land
trusts. In the US as a whole, the 2015 National Land
Trust Census reported that state, local and national
land trusts had conserved 56 million acres.
Today, the importance of our work stands out in
sharper relief, as we likely face a significant rollback
of federal environmental and conservation programs,
at the same time that scientists the world over now
warn of cataclysmic climate change and the continuing
President’s Message, continues on page 2

Members – New and Long-standing –
Support Your Local Land Trust

MECT is here for the woods – winter, spring, summer and fall. We’ve
been here for over 50 years as protectors of land and stewards of open
space for plants and animals, woodland and wetlands, clean water, flood
Red-winged
storage, school education and outdoor enjoyment.
Blackbird
Our faithful members show their commitment to
New Member
sustaining MECT’s mission, but the work will never be finished and becomes more critical
Special Offer!
as pressures increase. Your membership helps insure that MECT – and this very special
Join before
corner of the planet will endure and flourish.
June 30 and take
20% of f!
MECT relies on your membership to sustain its work. Please reply using the envelope included
with this newsletter or renew or join at our website: www.mect.org/join. Thank you.

by Chris Leahy, Mass Audubon
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Spring Blues

hat’s your favorite
early sign of spring?
Redwings bugling in
the still-brown marsh?
The bell-like notes of pinkle-tinks
(aka Spring Peepers) apparently
emanating from the surrounding air?
Or perhaps, more subtly, the rosy
haze suffusing a distant stand of
Red Maples?
Ephemeral Celastrina –
My own favorite is a small
an early spring beauty.
butterfly, easily missed if
you’re not paying attention as you walk a muddy track
through open woodland on the first warmish days of
April. Once seen properly however, wings spread wide
in the sun, the Spring Azure is not easily forgotten. Like
all butterflies and moths, the wings of this species are
covered in tiny scales that cumulatively, like the colored
grains in a Buddhist sand mandala, give the butterfly
its characteristic pattern and color. Rather than being
tinted with chemical pigment however the wing scales
of a Spring Azure are little prisms that reflect only
one small section of the light spectrum. To call the
“structural” color thus produced “blue” (or even azure)
is akin to describing the Sistine Ceiling as “pretty.”

The butterfly’s genus name,
Celastrina, which seems to
invoke the heavens, may
be closer, and Vladimir
Nabokov who made a lifelong study of this family of
butterflies (when he wasn’t
writing brilliant novels)
compared the wings of his
beloved “blues” to living
fragments of sky.
As with people, beauty
in butterflies is enhanced
by an interesting life story.
Adult azures lay their eggs on the buds of a wide variety
of plants, and the emerging slug-like caterpillar feeds
on the flowers, rather than leaves like most butterfly
larvae. Nearly immobile and lacking chemical or
physical defensive strategies, this and other blues have
evolved a relationship with certain ant species: The
caterpillar produces droplets of sweet “honeydew” from
its “tail” which the ants relish, and in return protect the
provider from parasitic wasps and other predators. The
azure spends the longest portion of its life overwintering
in the chrysalis stage, while the adult butterfly is on the
wing for only a few days – a fitting emblem perhaps for
the ephemerality of the New England Spring.
Reprinted with permission of Mass Audubon

the globe, at all levels of society and government.
Local action supports this vision and starts right here
devastation of habitat loss and species extinction. And
in Manchester and Essex. The woods and waters we
we must move forward in hope, articulated in a new
save enhance the quality of life in our communities and
global conservation vision by Edward O. Wilson,
provide refuge for all kinds of plants and animals, all
zoology professor emeritus at Harvard and famous
across the taxonomic spectrum. Wilson has described
“ant man”, who has studied social insects and many
how a scoopful of soil, anywhere
other broad ranging subjects
The
healing
work
of
Half
Earth
should
on earth, contains hundreds of
for 60 years. Wilson thinks
be on all our minds as we contemplate the
species of tiny and microscopic
that we can save nature – AND
future for our children and grandchildren, as
life, most of which biologists
ourselves – by preserving 50%
eloquently stated in an old Ojibway prayer:
haven’t even identified, much
of the earth’s land and oceans,
We are the ones
less studied and understood. We
setting aside half the planet as
Who must come back together
cannot say what knowledge and
To
walk
in
the
sacred
way
permanently protected areas for
Grandfather, sacred one
benefits may occur in the future
the ten million other species that
Teach
us
love,
compassion,
and
honor
as a result of saving habitat and
share it with us.
That we may heal the earth
biodiversity now, but may assume
Wilson’s vision of “Half Earth”
And heal each other.
that these will be considerable.
will require engagement across
President’s Message, continued from page 1
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Sawmill Brook – Trees to the Sea:
A Large Presence in a Small Town
by Kathy Leahy
Is there a more palpable example
of the “local” connecting with the
“global” than a stream carrying
rain and groundwater from the
woods to the ocean? Sawmill Brook
is a modest waterway, running
through Manchester, linking much
of the town’s topography, biology
and society, helping sustain the
quality of life.
While Sawmill Brook is featured
in this article, Essex readers can
find parallels with the Chebacco Lake/Alewife Brook
watershed. Water flows to Chebacco Lake from Maple
Swamp in the heart of the Wilderness Conservation
Area. The lake feeds Alewife Brook, a major tributary
to the Essex River with one of the North Shore’s
significant spring alewife runs. Two town wells are
located in this watershed.
A bird’s eye view of Sawmill Brook’s meandering
course shows a model watershed, defined as an area
of land that captures rainfall and other precipitation
and funnels it to a lake or stream or wetland – in
this case the Atlantic Ocean. From its origins at the
town’s northwestern edge to where it meets the sea at
Manchester Harbor, Sawmill Brook journeys through
a broad swathe of Manchester’s varied landscapes:
swamps, woodland, the golf course, school grounds,
residential neighborhoods and the more densely
developed downtown.
All along its looping route, fed by sources deep in
the Essex woods, the west Gloucester highlands, and
Manchester wetlands including Millet’s, Cedar and
Beaverdam swamps, and Dexter Pond, the brook
is either enriched or degraded by the quality of its
surroundings. In turn, Manchester’s natural and human
environments gain or lose benefits depending on the
stream’s ability to function optimally.
In 1997 and again in 2009 volunteers recruited
by Manchester’s Coastal Stream Team surveyed
conditions along the main stem and each of the
major creeks in the Sawmill Brook watershed.

Left: Manchester, Sawmill Brook Watershed
Above: Essex, Alewife Brook Watershed
MAPS: AMY BLONDIN

See: www.salemsound.org/MCST.html. It should
be no surprise that signs and sightings of wildlife such
as otter and beaver, many birds, amphibians, fish,
dragonflies and damselflies were abundant in the
upper, more remote reaches of Sawmill and Cat Brook
and far less so in the more developed areas of town.
Native vegetation thrived along free-flowing brooks
in the wilder areas and was replaced by tangled scrub,
eroded banks, trash and oil sheen where buildings,
roads and human activity encroached. Unfortunately at
that time, Causeway Brook was overgrown and muddy,
although it brightened up on its passage through the
Essex County Club golf course. Recent municipal and
volunteer work to improve the Dexter Pond shoreline
may help improve Causeway Brook’s condition.
The final push to the sea brings the Sawmill through
backyards and confinement between stonewalls until
it empties into Central Pond behind the fire station
and 7 Central restaurant. A set of tide gates regulates
the fresh and salt water flows. Closed gates create the
artificial pond, allowing a mere trickle to reach the
harbor and severely inhibiting passage of Rainbow
Smelt that return from the sea each spring intending to
spawn upstream. Although other man-made structures
in this final stretch are barriers to a natural exchange of
salt and fresh water, when the gates are open, Sawmill
Brook flows more naturally into Manchester Harbor
completing its journey from the trees to the sea.
Sawmill Brook, continues on page 4
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Sawmill Brook, continued from page 3

Helen Bethell’s article “More Than Just a
Pretty Place … The economic value of open
space”, www.mect.org/news-letters (Spring,
2014) alerts us to the important influence
forested wetlands, ponds and streams have
on Manchester and Essex’s drinking water
supply and quality. Remember, both towns
have wells downstream from the ManchesterEssex Woods/Wilderness Conservation Area. The
cleaner the water – both ground and surface – the less
money taxpayers spend for filtration and treatment. As
Manchester strives to implement structural remedies
to reduce flooding and impacts of sea level rise, it’s
good to remember that a healthy watershed includes
plenty of natural floodplain habitat – swamps, ponds,
and other small wetlands that absorb rainfall and
MECT is treating serious
hikers to brand new
excursions that cover
fresh territory and add
miles and challenge to
our usual lineup. They
also give participants
This
a chance to explore the
Spring
extensive Manchester-EssexGloucester woodlands and appreciate the
hidden, wild heart of Cape Ann.

Brand
New

BIG

Walks

On Sunday April 23, leaders Mike McDonagh and Mike Dyer
will set out to celebrate Earth Day with a vigorous 6-7 mile
SEA TO SEA hike from Singing Beach, Manchester to the
Essex River at the Cox Reservation using town streets and
woodland trails.
On Sunday, April 30, Mike McDonagh and David Kahle have
another vigorous hike planned: WEST to EAST, 7-8 miles
across the Wilderness Conservation Area from upper Pine
Street, Manchester to Red Rocks Reservation, Gloucester.
Both these hikes begin at 1:30 pm and end at approximately
5:30 pm. The routes traverse hilly, challenging terrain,
some of it wet and muddy and the pace will be steady. But
experienced, hardy hikers will be rewarded with unusual
access to the deepest woodlands.
See Mark Your Calendar on page 6, or www.mect.org/events
for details, and please help us plan by letting us know if
you intend to join one or both of the hikes. Email: conserve@
mect.org

gradually release storm water into the stream
and finally the ocean – for free!
But brooks like the Sawmill or Alewife are
more than functional servants of our human
needs. They are links to the wild, natural
world that thrives beyond busy neighborhoods
and commercial districts. Anyone who stops
for a minute this May at the Apple Street
bridge in Essex to look for alewife heading
upstream from the sea, or explores a stretch of Sawmill
Brook or Cat Brook looking for signs of spring can be
grateful that these streams have not been buried, severely
channelized or obliterated by development at their
sources. At the same time, take a moment to appreciate
the efforts of the committed people who for decades
have worked to keep these treasures vibrant and intact
for everyone’s benefit and pleasure.

New MECT
Photo Contest
Is Underway
Photographers have until
September 1, 2017 to submit PH OT O
: M AS S AU
DU BO N
photos to our latest contest.
Judges will determine winners and honorable mentions
in four different categories: The Four Seasons; Animal
Kingdom; Plants and Fungi; and Landscape. Each
category will have two winners and one honorable
mention. All photos must be taken outdoors on
conservation land in Manchester or Essex and must be
unpublished. One outstanding photo will win “Best
in Show.”
This year, a special award will be given to the best
photo taken in the Manchester-Essex Wilderness
Conservation Area and prizes will be awarded in a
Youth Division (Ages 5-17).
We are especially interested in photos capturing
the beauty and diversity of local woodlands, streams,
and wetlands.
All winning photographs will be on display at the
Santander Bank in Manchester during November 2017.
Please see our website www.mect.org/photo-contest
for complete contest rules and submission instructions,
including technical specifications and new digital
alteration requirements.
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Celebrating
Erika Sonder
by Frances Caudill
We salute our friend Erika Sonder
and extend deep appreciation for
her many years of contributions to
MECT. As an expert field biologist,
naturalist and nature artist, Erika
has led annual spring wildflower
PHOTO : FRANCES CAUDILL
walks and fall mushroom searches
for us in the Wilderness Conservation Area and other
locations around Cape Ann. Her plant inventory of the
Manchester-Essex Woods was invaluable in creating our
WCA Management Plan of 2013. Over the past forty
years of volunteer service, Erika created native plant
identification guides, a brochure about local amphibian

Essex Resident,
Julie Scofield, Joins
the Board of Trustees

A

t the November 2016 Annual Meeting,
MECT members elected Julie Scofield to
the Board of Trustees for a three year term.
Julie grew up in Michigan and after
graduation from ‘Ann Arbor’ she moved to the Boston
area, and, in 1981, to Essex. In 2003 she joined the
Essex Open Space Committee, which she now chairs,
and more recently the Essex Strategic Planning
Committee. Julie spent the bulk of her professional life
with the Smaller Business Association of New England
(SBANE), a non-profit organization based in Waltham,
established in 1938 to provide a legislative voice for
small business at the state and federal levels and to
make practical information available to help business
owners grow their companies. She has a life long
passion for travel and spends part of every year in
Queenstown, New Zealand, South Africa’s Kruger
Park, Edinburgh, Scotland and sometimes even places
closer to home.
Julie’s expertise, interests and commitment to
preserving open space are a great asset to helping
guide MECT’s work. Welcome, Julie and thank you
for joining the team.
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Erika sharing a love of mushrooms.

species, and spent countless hours
walking the woodlands and wetlands
to prepare for her popular guided
explorations.
Although Erika has decided to
retire from leading nature walks
for us, we will probably call on her
from time to time for plant and
fungi identification, or for her valued
advice. She will continue to pursue her interests in
preservation of open space and nature education, as well
as her professional work as an artist and contributor to
the collections for the New England Botanical Club at
the Harvard University Herbaria.
Thank you, Erika!

Thank You to Martha Wales
Last November Martha Wales, a Manchester resident,
retired from the MECT Board of Trustees. For many
years Martha gave quiet, thoughtful and invaluable
advice and assistance as Chair of the Membership
Committee and member of the Finance Committee.
Happily, Martha has agreed to continue helping the
Membership Committee and we’ll see Martha and her
husband Fred (another amazing volunteer!) on their
frequent walks in the woods. Thank you, Martha!

Volunteers Rock our World!
Volunteers bring many skills and provide countless hours
of service helping MECT accomplish its work – maintaining
trails, leading birding and nature walks, assisting with
office work, mailings and database management, designing
newsletter and outreach material, and even offering legal
advice. MECT’s land protection initiatives require prodigious
research – scouring historical records and searching the
dense woodlands in order to locate long-overlooked parcels.
Volunteers accomplish the lion’s share of this essential work.
Boy, Girl and Eagle Scouts have completed a number of
projects making the woods trails safer and more accessible.
MECT staff and Trustees (also hard-working volunteers!)
thank each and every person who has donated their time and
expertise to preserving the Manchester-Essex woodlands.
If you have a skill you’d like to share, please contact us at
conserve@mect.org.
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It’s Membership
Renewal Time!

Mark Your Calendar!
April 8: Work on Trail Upkeep. Bring clippers/
hand saws. 1:30 pm. Rain Date April 9. 
April 16: Explore the Agassiz Rock Reservation,
a Trustees property, visiting both dramatic
boulders and their woodland surroundings.
George Smith. 
April 22: Work on Trail Upkeep. Bring clippers/
hand saws. 1:30 pm. Rain Date April 23. 
April 23: Celebrate Earth Day with a vigorous
6-7 mile SEA TO SEA hike from Singing Beach,
Manchester to the Essex River at the Cox
Reservation using town streets and woodland
trails. Some terrain is hilly and challenging;
the pace will be steady. For hardy hikers only.
Mike McDonagh and Mike Dyer. 1:30-5:30 pm.
Beach parking passes and return transportation
to Singing Beach provided. 

Manchester-Essex
Conservation Trust

P. O. Box 1486
Manchester, MA
01944
978-890-7153
conserve@mect.org
www.mect.org

All programs run from 3:00-5:00 pm unless otherwise noted.
Dress for the weather. Some trails will be muddy; wear waterproof footwear.

April 30: Another vigorous hike: WEST to EAST
through hilly, challenging terrain. 7-8 miles
across the Wilderness Conservation Area from
upper Pine Street, Manchester to Red Rocks
Reservation, Gloucester. The pace will be
steady. For hardy, experienced hikers, only. Mike
McDonagh and David Kahle. Return transportation
to upper Pine Street provided. 1:30-5:30 pm. 
May 7: A HEART-HEALTHY walk for those who
want to get started with gentle exercise on easy
woodland trails, looping along the lower part of
Powder House Hill Reservation. Mike McDonagh.
3:00‑4:00 pm. 
May 14: Mother’s Day Spring Migration Birding with
Manchester’s own expert, Dave Weaver and MECT’s
President/birder Mike Dyer. 7:00‑9:00 am. 
May 21: Nature walk with botanist, ecologist “Boot”
Boutwell, an expert naturalist with tales to tell! 

Trustees
President: Michael Dyer, Essex
Treasurer: Bethe Palmer, Essex
Vice President/Secretary:
Gregory A. Crockett, Manchester
Lynn Atkinson, Manchester
Alan Budreau, Essex
Vickie Cataldo, Essex
Frances R. Caudill, Manchester
Jeffrey Cochand, Manchester

May 28: Spring Wildflower walk in the Wilderness
Conservation Area with John Dick, wetland
scientist, educator and forest ecologist. 
June 4: Rain date for wildflower walk (above) led
by John Dick. See MECT website (www.mect.org)
for last-minute hike substitution, if rain date
not needed).
Meeting Locations:
 WCA Gateway, Upper School Street,
Manchester  Agassiz Rock trailhead, Upper
School Street, Manchester  Pipeline Road/
Upper Pine Street, Manchester  Singing Beach,
Manchester – parking passes provided  Meet
behind Newport Park, cars may be parked along
Pine Street near Powderhouse Hill
Find more details about these events at
www.mect.org/events.

Staff
Albert M. Creighton, Jr., Manchester
George E. Davis, Manchester
David Kahle, Manchester
Michael McDonagh, Danvers
Garlan Morse, Jr., Manchester
Julie Scofield, Essex
George P. Smith, Manchester
William A. Vachon, Manchester
Kurt Wilhelm, Essex

Kathy Leahy, Executive Director
Helen Bethell, Land Acquisition & Defense,
Volunteer
Alida Bryant, Finance & Development
Amy Blondin, GIS Mapping & Land Records
Susan Caruso, Newsletter Design, Volunteer

@manchesteressexconserv

